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BRIEF COURSE DESCRIPTION
The teaching course “Archaeology of production in the Greek world” firstly concerns the students of second degree “Diagnostics for Cultural Heritage; however, it is shared with the second degree “Archeologia”. For this reason, the organization of the lectures provides a distinction in three parts. In the first part of the course, the general aspects of the production in antiquity will be analyzed, such as the use of unaltered materials, pyrotechnology, production cycles, indicators of production activities, archaeology of productive settlements. The second part of the lectures will include topics regarding ceramic technology. Finally, the third part of the course will analyze some production contexts in Greece and southern Italy.

REQUIREMENTS
General knowledge of Greek archaeology and history of art.

COURSE AIMS
Following the lectures and self-studying students will gain knowledge of the principal topics of the Archaeology of production and will learn the characteristics of the principal productive contexts in ancient Greece.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Lectures with PowerPoint. It will be also possible to organize visits to museums, archeological sites and laboratories.

ASSESSMENT TYPE
Oral examination: the students will discuss at least three themes purposed by the exam board, corresponding to the topics presented in class or in the bibliography.
ASSESSMENT SESSIONS

February 1st 2019 - 9.15 am (VOL 1)
march 1st 2019 - 9.15 am (VOL 1)
April 26th 2019 (VOL 2)
May 31st 2019 (VOL 3)
June 28th 2019 - 9.15 am (VOL 4)
July 26th 2019 - 9.15 am (VOL 4)

FULL SYLLABUS

In the first part of the course, the general aspects of the production in antiquity will be analyzed, such as the use of unaltered materials, pyrotechnology, production cycles, indicators of production activities, archaeology of productive settlements. The second part of the lectures will include topics regarding ceramic technology. Finally, the third part of the course will analyze some production contexts in Greece and southern Italy.

REFERENCE TEXT BOOKS

Students attending class have to study the following texts:

   Cap. 2: What is left? The variety of evidence (pp. 49-70)
   Cap. 8: How did they make and use tools? Technology (pp. 307-346)
   Cap. 9: What contact did they have? Trade and exchange (pp. 347-380)


Students not attending class can study one of the following three books:

  or
  or
- M. Vidale, Ceramica e archeologia, Carocci, 2007.

and also the following: